Introducing The Top-Set® Drain Riser Adjustable Roof Extension Assembly From Zurn.

The New Zurn Top-Set® Drain Riser Adjustable Roof Extension Incorporates The Following Features:

- Furnished with new Top-Set® Deck Plate which provides installation from the top side of the deck giving you a more secure, rigid installation with fewer parts.
- Adjustable extension allows for 4-5/8" overall adjustment (from 2-5/8" thru 7-1/4").
- Extension assembly is outside of waterway, eliminating possibilities of leaks.
- Constructed of cast iron with deep-cut running threads to provide sturdy base and full adjustment range. (No O-ring or gaskets required.)
- The Zurn Top-Set® Drain Riser Adjustable Extension is available on all large diameter Z100 (15") series roof drains. Specify or order Suffix-DR.
- Zurn Specification Drainage Products comply with all ANSI standards and are designed to reduce labor and provide superior performance.